A Portable Video Solution
The use of video surveillance systems for public safety is a tremendous tool for assisting personnel in covering a broad range of events and incidents within many urban areas. During major
events with large crowds, these efforts can be hindered due to environmental changes at venues
through the addition of tents, banners, stages and other obstructions that limit viewing. Additionally, communications issues can arise due increased radio frequency noise and cellular network
saturation, sometimes hindering a video systems responsiveness.
Edge360 has developed a Rapid Re-Deployable Surveillance Solution that provides for low cost,
highly effective surveillance deployments during critical events with short term planning. This
rapidly deployable solution provides:
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The ability to install a camera at any location that has access to power
A highly effective, visible crime deterrent
Decreased police response time
Real-time access to live video by local law enforcement

Edge360’s solution was designed in cooperation with local law enforcement agencies to
provide participants with:








Extremely high resolution video
Small, unobtrusive visual foot print
Flexible deployment solutions with multiple mounting options
Rugged housings adapted for varied climates
Ease of installation requiring only 120v AC electrical power
Verizon or ATT 4G cellular technology, with options for dual SIM bonded bandwidth
Wireless Point-to-Point communication also available

What’s Included in the Base Station
The base station is a fully self-contained, ruggedized carrying case that includes:










17.5” Monitor w/Keyboard and Mouse
Mini PC w/ Video Management System
Cellular Modem and Wireless Radio Receiver
Network Switch
Antenna array for up to 3 Point-to-Point Radios
ATT or Verizon 4G
Ruggedized enclosure
Multiple camera configuration options
Cell modem or Point-to-Point Radio
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Freedom Over Texas
During the 2016 Final Four in Houston, Texas, obstructions from within the venue
and other types of interference were a determining factor that a portable secondary
system would be required for future events. A rapidly deployable surveillance system
would deliver additional views by covering the venue interior and also identify any
security concerns during planning efforts. A successful proof of concept was initiated
by IDIS and Edge360 to support the 2016 Freedom Over Texas Festival in Houston by
providing the necessary equipment and guidance to test this solution.
The scope of the project was as follows:
 Deliver an “off the shelf” portable video solution with both wireless and cellular network communications options
 Does not interfere with existing video networks or other wireless devices being
used
 Use typical city resources (traffic signal maintainer or security technician and information technology personnel) found in most urban communities
 Offer on-site and/or remote camera control through a web browser that would provide situational awareness to decision makers
Post-event takeaways:
 Installed and operational within four hours
 System did not interfere with existing video network
 System performed as well as existing video network
 Able to accommodate a command post that previously did not have video capability
 Could be installed using existing or temporary venue infrastructure (scaffolding,
stages and etc.).
 Was powered by conduit provided by the venue
 Once system was configured it could be moved to any location with power and
utilize the point-to-point wireless or cellular network
 Delivered remote viewing to Emergency Operations Center and other satellite locations
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